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  ABSTRACT 
  
In the light of the burgeoning interest on the subject of rituals, our study was aimed at examining the proces in which dysphoric war experiences are related to the emergence and 
implementation of various ritual modalities as well as in the role both the rituals and the intense combat experiences play on social cohesion and identity fusion within groups. Using Focus 
group methodology, we mobilised and conversed with a diverse sample of Croatian Homeland War veterans, who were involved in various levels of combat intensity, whilst also discriminating 
between voluntary and conscripted war participants. Our findings indicate that high level of involvement in direct combat activities is paired with a more rich and vivid recollection and 
incidence of rituals as well as a more intense sense of camaraderie and trust. The study yielded an exhaustive taxonomy of wartime ritual activity that emerged during the Croatian Homeland 
War and identified various components of veteran group cohesion. 

INTRODUCTION
 
Ritual, defined as normative behavior with and irretrievably opaque causal 
structure (Whitehouse & McQuinn, 2012), is presently thought of as one of the 
building blocks of human societies and religions (Atkinson & Whitehouse, 
2011; Whitehouse, 2004). However, our understanding of the rituals impact 
has been hindered by most research having been detached from the conflict 
situations where the emergence and participation in ritual behavior could be 
expected to have most dramatic effects (i.e. Sosis, Kress, & Boster, 2007). We 
aimed to address these limitations by studying Croatian Homeland war as 
Croatian army was formed out of necessity, after a large-scale Serbian aggression 
on Croatian territory and population, and its spontaneous, necessity driven, 
need for organization provided unique perspective for understanding rituals’ 
emergence and function in creating and maintaining cohesion in groups facing 
war. 
Present study is a part of a larger effort to explore ritual and its relation to the 
dysphoric experiences, cohesion and identity fusion.  

METHODOLOGY
 
 Focus groups (FG) where conducted in the fall of 2013. with the help of the 
Assembly of Associations of Croatian War Veterans Guard Units. Participants 
were assigned to a specific focus group depending on the enrolment (volunteer 
or drafted) and exposure (high intensity and low intensity warfare) criteria. 
Altogether four focus groups, numbering total of 35 participants, were 
conducted; Volunteer - High intensity (12), Volunteer - Low intensity (9), Drafted - 
High intensity (8) and Drafted-Low intensity (6). 
  
The FG moderation was conducted by appropriately trained Homeland War 
veteran, who enhanced participant trust and openness to communication. The 
FG participants were questioned on incidence of various group and individual 
activities which could have been classified as ritualistic; their most prominent 
wartime recollections as well as on their feelings of camaraderie prior and after 
the participation in the war. 

RESULTS
 
Two distinct groups of ritual activities emerged; individual ritual such as prayer, personal grooming or rules 
on handling a specific object of personal significance and group ritual where the most prominent was 
wearing of the rosary, joint singing of patriotic songs and producing and displaying group insignia. 
Furthermore, most intense, vivid and content rich ritual recollections were reported by participants of 
Volunteer/High Intensity group. 
  
Individual ritual example 
 “I would pray the Lord’s Prayer three times and I would pray to the Lord to help me survive the today’s day. That was 
my personal ritual that no one got to see”  
  
Group ritual example 
 Participant described his troop having their own song (a variation of a football fan song), which they sang 
when they were moving out on to positions: „On that side of Marjan hill, we cheer, we cheer for Dinamo” and 
then the whole truck would sing in unison “Aleee aleee...”. 
  
Furthermore, participants reported extensively on feelings of intense connection with other soldiers who 
either went trough intense wartime experiences with. Four components of cohesion that were recognisable 
were Feelings of trust and confidence (i.e. I believe my comrades won't play or betray me), Feelings of 
connection and understanding (i.e. When I talk and complain to my comrades, I know they will understand), 
Readiness for helping and sacrifice (i.e. I am certain that my comrades will help me if I ever need help), Need for 
socialization (i.e. I like coming to where my comrades are) 
  
Cohesion – dysphoric experience connection example 
One participant describes the atmosphere after they were harmed during a military breach, and barely “got 
out alive”: “the people started to bond, a new life story came into existence. It seems to me that in that moment 
someone (from the squad) could beat you up for two days straight, and you would not have fought back.” 
  
Ritual data was analysed and reduced to form Wartime ritual behavior poolthat encompass all of the 
mentioned specific behaviours and sentiments (Table 1) 

INDIVIDUAL 

Privately make the sign of the cross before/after military activity 

Praying by yourself before/after military activity 

Songs or phrases (religious or otherwise) sung or said before/after military activity 

Carrying a "special" item into military activity (e.g. photograph, lighter, plush toy) 

Wearing a "special" item of clothing into military activity (e.g. lucky socks, special shoes) 

Having a unique personal way of performing standard activities (e.g. getting dressed, cleaning weapon).  

Performing a special additional activity before/after military activity (e.g. sitting alone, physical workout) 

Having a new nickname in the military 

Hazing when you have just joined the squad/platoon/company (e.g. pranks, senseless chores) 

Wearing the rosary or other special religious symbols or memorabilia (around the neck, on the outfit etc.)  

Going to the Holy mass, alone, without your comrades 

GROUP 

Making the sign of the cross with others before/after military activity 

Praying with others before/after military activity 

Songs or phrases (religious or otherwise) sung or said with others before/after military activity (e.g. slogans, wake songs) 

Carrying a “special" item, characteristic for your squad, into military activity (e.g. photograph, lighter) 

Wearing a special insignia on your uniform, characteristic for your squad. 

Wearing a "special" item of clothing, characteristic for your squad, into military activity (e.g. identical  sunglasses, bandanas) 

Having an unique way of performing standard activities unique to the squad (e.g. getting dressed, cleaning weapons)  

Movements you did in unison as a group before/after military activity (i.e. marching drills, salute etc.) 

Performing a special additional activity together before/after military activity (e.g. moment of silence for lost comrades, 
physical workout) 
Blessing of the arms, equipment or the squad, platoon or company 

A specific way of consuming alcohol in your squad, platoon or company before/after military activity (e.g. a shot of 
"Pelinkovac" herb liqueur) 
Joint attendance of the Holly Mass 
Risky and dangerous activity with comrades, not related to military assignments (e.g. risky bets, tests of physical strength, 
etc.) 
  

Table 1. Wartime ritual behavior pool  

CONCLUSION 
  
•  Two types of ritual where found with the Croatian Homeland war veterans – 

individual, serving as a personal coping mechanism, and group, serving as a 
method for increasing camaraderie and cohesion within groups. 

•  Focus group reports enabled a creation of both ritual and cohesion 
inventory. 

•  In accordance with Whitehouse and Quinn’s (2012) presumptions, group-
serving rituals mostly aligned with one religious mode (doctrinal) 

•  Higher exposure to intense, dysphoric, experiences was followed with more 
frequent and vivid reports of ritual and cohesion. 
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